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Guarantee

At Allstream, our goal is to help you stay focused on growing your 
business, while we address your customers’ challenges of increasing 
complexity: massive data and storage demands, cybercrime,  
business continuity, mobile workers and cloud computing. 

But you also want more simplicity and value in another critical area: 
the customer experience. You want predictable and personalized 
customer service from a provider that’s easy to do business with – 
someone who’ll really stand behind their commitments.

And that’s what you’ll get with Allstream.

Our industry isn’t known for customer service. 
We’re changing that – guaranteed.

We’re the first
to admit it.



The Allstream Service Guarantee is proof of what makes us unique 
as a national business provider: that we’re big enough to deliver but, 
just as importantly, we’re small enough to care about the quality of 
our relationship with you. At Allstream, customer service comes to 
life with three tangible commitments:

3 customer service commitments

Guaranteed Due Date
Shortly after contract signing, we will work  
with you to set a firm installation date to which 
we will hold ourselves accountable.

Dedicated Order Manager
We will provide a single point of contact to 
oversee the delivery of your solution from 
contract through installation to acceptance.

Service Resolution Expert
In the event that you contact us with a problem 
or concern, we’ll assign an expert to own  
the issue from start to finish, while keeping you 
fully in the loop until everything is resolved.
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We feel strongly enough about our commitment to customer 
service that we’re backing it with a real guarantee: if we miss 
on any of the three service commitments that we make  
to you, you’ll get one month’s free service based on your 
Allstream contract. Now there’s some fine print that comes 
with this guarantee. But you can be assured that we will be 
held accountable for what we promise our customers –  
end of story.

Backed by the

Allstream
Service
Guarantee.

1 month free*

*Some conditions may apply. Refer to the Allstream Service Guarantee section of your contract.



We’re all business but we take it 
very personally.
  
What Allstream delivers on our national IP network proves we really 
do care about serving customers better, providing solutions that help 
our wholesale customers manage costs, maximize performance and 
improve flexibility.

As a national provider serving Canadian business, we have all the 
strengths you would expect:

We operate a 30,000 km national IP network    
We’re communications experts focused on helping you make  
the best decisions when selecting a Canadian partner
And now we’ve committed to an industry-leading standard of 
customer service, backed by a real guarantee 

Allstream is a big Canadian company but we take pride in our 
 small-company culture and the value delivered to our customers  
by being open, friendly, honest and easy to deal with. 

We’re all business but we take it very personally.

To learn more about our Solutions or the Allstream Service 
Guarantee, contact your Sales representative today.
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